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RELEASE INFO 
ARTIST: KErf 
TITLE:  “GRID/MEMORIES” 
FORMAT: MP3/WAV 
LABEL: DEEP GARNET RECORDS 
CAT. No: DGR044 
RELEASE DATE: MID OCTOBER 
GENRE: Deep-Breaks 
COVER DESIGN: 2.46 Design 
MASTERED: By Scapo @Dirty Drop Studios  

DEEP GARNET RECORDS is the new quality V.I.M.RECORDS sub-label specialized on Deep-Breaks
sound. Highly influenced by the deeper end of Breaks the label will be focused on deep n’ darkish Tech
and Acid breaks, by some of the most promising international producers, for radio airplay, home listening
and early hours dj sets. 

“Of course, there would have to be a Watcher to guide the experiment, at first. A crisis would
undoubtedly come very quickly, probably in the second generation. Cain would arise almost at once.
“You see, Kramer, I estimate that if I remain at rest most of the time, on some small planet or moon, I
may be able to keep functioning for almost a hundred years. That would be time enough, sufficient to
see the direction of the new colony. After that—Well, after that it would be up to the colony itself. “Which
is just as well, of course. Man must take control eventually, on his own. One hundred years, and after
that they will have control of their own destiny. Perhaps I am wrong, perhaps war is more than a habit.
Perhaps it is a law of the universe, that things can only survive as groups by group violence. “But I’m
going ahead and taking the chance that it is only a habit, that I’m right, that war is something we’re so
accustomed to that we don’t realize it is a very unnatural thing. Now as to the place! I’m still a little vague
about that. We must find the place, still. “That’s what we’re doing now. You and I are going to inspect a
few systems off the beaten path, planets where the trading prospects are low enough to keep Terran
ships away. I know of one planet that might be a good place. It was reported by the Fairchild Expedition
in their original manual. We may look into that, for a start.” The ship was silent. 

KErf “Grid” 
KErf “Memories” 

Available Mid October from selected major online retailers. 
PLEASE SEND US YOUR FEEDBACK….. 
www.vimrecords.com                                                        
http://soundcloud.com/deep-garnet-records 
https://soundcloud.com/dj_kerf 
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PREVIEWS ON SOUNDCLOUD 
https://soundcloud.com/deep-garnet-records/dgr044-kerf-grid-cut 
https://soundcloud.com/deep-garnet-records/dgr044-kerf-memories-cut 

BEATPORT 
https://www.beatport.com/release/grid-memories/2139174
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